
PTC Directive Delivery (PTC/DD)  

Will the crew still receive an initial set of GTBs separate from the PTC system?  

Yes. Train crews will still receive an initial set of GTBs at their on-duty time.  

How will the crew know a directive affecting their train has been received onboard?  

A crew prompt to review and acknowledge the directive will be displayed on the PTC display screen, as shown below.  

BNSF is implementing PTC Directive Delivery (PTC/DD) on a subdivision basis 

across the BNSF network. PTC/DD utilizes BNSF computer systems to 

electronically deliver directives that were not included in the General Track Bulletin 

(GTB) to affected PTC active trains while en-route. Directives that are delivered 

electronically will immediately be protected and enforced by PTC.  

At this time, these electronically delivered directives will be limited to speed 

restrictions and grade crossing warning information only. Also at this time, PTC/

DD will not be utilized to electronically deliver directives to Amtrak, Metra, 

Metrolink, Northstar, or Sounder passenger trains.  

When implemented, a subdivision general order amending Item 4 of the timetable 

will be issued indicating “PTC/DD” is in effect on that subdivision. Operating 

instructions for the use of PTC/DD have been added to Item 17 of the BNSF System Special Instructions.  

Questions for Discussion  

What if PTC status changes to a condition where electronic view of directives is not available on the PTC 
display (“CUT OUT” or “FAILED”)?  
 If no directives have been electronically delivered while en-route, the train may continue observing those included 

in the General Track Bulletin.  
 If directives have been electronically delivered while en-route, contact the train dispatcher to verbally receive the 

directives before reaching the location where they apply.  
 If the crew is unsure if directives have been electronically delivered, or of the location of electronically delivered 

directives, stop the train and contact the train dispatcher.  
 When the dispatcher has been contacted due to electronic view of restrictions being unavailable, the dispatcher will 

determine if any en-route directives are needed by the train crew. If any are required, the train dispatcher will 
verbally deliver the directives and advise when the train may proceed.  
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When operating in a “DISENGAGED” state, as long as the PTC Display shows the directives, can the PTC 
display be relied upon?  

Yes. However, any restriction delivered verbally by the Train Dispatcher remains in effect and must be complied with 
until voided, or PTC returns to an “ACTIVE” state and the restriction no longer is shown on the PTC display.  

Is a member of the crew required to record a hand-written copy of a directive received en-route via the PTC 
system?  

No. However, if a crew member chooses to do so, it is not prohibited.   

Is this process inconsistent with existing BNSF operating rules?  

No. PTC/DD does not involve verbal transmissions or repetition of the directives and therefore the rules associated with 
verbal transmissions and repetition do not apply. Crew members continue to have access to copies of directives via the 
onboard PTC screens, and associated duties are unchanged.  

Without a printed copy, how will the conductor comply with GCOR 1.47, part 3 (Duties of Crew Members, 
informing the Engineer two miles in advance of a restriction)?  

Restriction information is presented on the PTC screen five miles in advance of the train’s location. If additional 
information is required, a crew member can request the Engineer to navigate to the appropriate PTC screen. Crew 
members are not prohibited from transcribing information from the PTC screen.   

If a directive is removed from the PTC display where PTC/DD is in effect, is it considered void?  

Yes. While operating in an “ACTIVE” state, the PTC display will show all directives affecting the movement of the train. 
If the dispatcher voids a directive, it is automatically removed from the PTC display.  

Will a crew notification prompt be sent any time a new directive is delivered, even in a “DISENGAGED” state?  

Yes. If the train is in either an “Active” or “Disengaged” state, and a new directive is delivered onboard, a notification 
prompt will be received. However, if the train is not in an “Active” state, the dispatcher will verbally confirm delivery. 

How will the train dispatcher confirm the directive is onboard?  

The train dispatcher receives confirmation or status unknown information from the PTC locomotive, through Back Office 
System (BOS) functionality, that the directive has been delivered, as shown below.  

 

Please note that rules and policies that are in effect at the date of issuance of this publication are subject to change. Contact Safety/Rules to 
determine validity before you use the information in this document at a later date.  

Questions for Discussion (Continued) 

When must an electronically delivered directive be complied with?  

Immediately upon receiving the electronic delivery prompt, PTC will automatically apply and enforce a directive that 

has been delivered.  

Will Track Bulletin Form B’s be electronically delivered?  

PTC may generate, and crews must acknowledge, prompts indicating a Form B has been delivered electronically. 

However, issuing Form B restrictions is not part of PTC/DD at this time. All Form B restrictions will be included in the 

GTB provided to the train crew, or if necessary, will be transmitted over the radio by the train dispatcher using the 

verbal transmission and repetition process.  


